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Dear colleagues, 

It is with great difficulty and hesitation that we ex-

press some words after the extreme situations we 

have witnessed, experienced, and have been living 

with in Paris. We wonder if it would be better to take 

refuge in passive silence. However, the recent events 

in Paris – the city in which Ulrike lives – call into 

question the essential foundations of any society, and 

we must apply our efforts as sociologists more than 

ever to understand and find ways to avert their repe-

tition. The IS is recruiting followers who are surfing 

on a feeling of discrimination. Driven by a "deadly re-

ligiosity" and a self-hatred that becomes hatred of the 

other, French youth are among the many new ji-

hadists. Faced with mass crime committed in the 

streets of Paris, we need to be quiet first. We need to 

understand: How could men do that? Which choices 
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could lead them to foment and to implement such barbarism? Madness, perhaps? That expla-

nation would be too easy. 

 Please find below a short article from Habibul that discusses some aspects of these 

crimes. Moreover, you will find in this newsletter some interesting articles and some infor-

mation on new publications by RC 09 members. Meanwhile, we have finished the acceptance 

process of the abstracts, so you should receive information on the Vienna Congress very soon. 

In order to be listed in the program, we invite you to register before the early registration 

deadline of April 5th, 2016. And last but not least, many thanks to our Newsletter editor, Josh-

ua Dubrow.  

 We send you Season’s Greetings and look forward to meeting you in Vienna. 

Best regards, 

Ulrike Schuerkens and Habibul Haque Khondker  

Co-chairs, RC 09 

 

Articles 

A Plea for Naiveté 

by Habibul Haque Khondker, Co-Chair, RC 09 

 

Following the tragic events in Paris on November 13, 2015 where unsuspecting French men 

and women, and citizens of other nations who visit Paris for the attractions this fine city of-

fers, were attacked with Kalashnikovs and bombs. The mayhem carried out by the members 

of ISIS left 130 dead and, counting the attackers, the death toll reached 137, the highest casu-

alty in a single day since World War ll seven decades ago. A tragedy of such huge proportion 

forces us to introspect, once the shock is overcome, and to ask: what brought us here? What 

happened to common humanity? Is the project of a cosmopolitan globalization and a multi-

cultural world ensuring tolerance and peace dead? 

 What was also intriguing and disturbing is the punditry that followed the sordid act of 



merciless brutality. Comparisons were made with tragedies elsewhere which, in the age of 

inflation of violence, are not in short supply. Objectivity, hard-nosed scientific analysis of the 

larger global context of war and violence, the notion of “blowback”, the historical antecedents 

of the role of France as a nation-state and its role in the wars elsewhere were brought in. Op-

eds and articles were written and talk-show experts shared their expert-analyses of interna-

tional affairs on television. From a purely scientific discursive point, these analyses are not 

without any merit and those who unconditionally empathized with the victims and their fam-

ilies and with their fellow citizens were viewed as naï ve.  I plead guilty to naivete . 

 It is that lack of naivete , perhaps, which is one of the problems that we are faced with 

as members of a global community. One of the causalities of the age when hyper-flow of in-

formation has joined hands with hyper-wars and violence, we tend to lose our subjectivity, 

our sense of sadness, and fellow feeling: in one word, our naivete .   

 This is where sociology may play a role, as it reminds us of the importance of the juxta-

position and simultaneous mingling of objectivity and subjectivity in humans.  Sociology was 

born of humanism and was nurtured in the aspirations of enlightenment, a project that has 

been overly interrogated. And in critiquing humanism as simplistic, we seem to have created 

a hardened, rationalized world, where innocent, non-combatant human lives are seen as 

mere collaterals. It is time we regain our humanity and our subjectivity. As Nobel laureate 

Bengali poet Tagore taught us “a mind all-logic is like a knife all-blade; it makes the hand 

bleed that uses it.”  
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... those who unconditionally empathized with the victims 

and their families and with their fellow citizens were 

viewed as naïve.  I plead guilty to naiveté. 
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In Search of a Sociology of International Cooperation 

 

by Elizeu de Oliveira Chaves Junior, Sociologist, Ph.D in Comparative Politics and Visiting 

Scholar at Columbia University 

 

The study of international cooperation is located mainly within the disciplines of international 

relations and political science. The purpose of this article is to demonstrate how sociology, as 

part of an interdisciplinary approach, can be useful to discuss concepts, assumptions, and mo-

tivations behind international cooperation. An interdisciplinary approach is useful because 

commonly accepted premises – such as the one that investments in international cooperation 

are merely motivated by the expansion of foreign trade -- are insufficient to explain the nature 

of international cooperation. What follows is an outline of major issues in the field of interna-

tional cooperation that an interdisciplinary social science approach could profitably address.  

 

Establishing Analytical Categories in International Cooperation 

 

Although the definition of “State” is contested, the State is the main social actor behind inter-

national cooperation and a common denominator for its academic investigation. The concept 

of the State is related to the exercise of political power. The State’s use of power is related to 

the size of territory and population (USA and the BRICs being examples), and the State is also 

defined in terms of common languages, beliefs and customs. The State is entitled to lay down 

common rules and represent individuals in global governance. In addition, the State is respon-

sible for setting parameters for the creation of international organizations, which are the other 

major actor with a legitimized voice in international law. 

 The existence of modern international societies and the application of law are guaran-

teed by the exclusive ruling power of central governments. International organizations are a 

result of the combined action of States, but with a crucial difference: they do not share the 

same power vis-a-vis its members that States maintain over their populations. International 



organizations resemble a sort of world government, but this seems insufficient to explain 

their nature and their role. They could be best defined as an enduring expression of coopera-

tive will among Member States. 

  

Taxonomies as a Representation of the International Reality 

 

Taxonomic models are commonly launched by countries and international organizations to 

categorize, compare and contrast countries. Some universally accepted taxonomies do not 

represent well the international reality. For instance, a simple north-south definition, or even 

center-periphery definition, appears to be insufficient to explain differences, similarities and 

relationships between countries. Yet, these definitions persist as an integral part of official 

discourses, foreign policies, and even of the work of some international organizations. It 

seems more plausible to consider that taxonomies function as a transitory representation of 

reality, rather than a final picture. 

  

Foreign Policy and International Cooperation 

 

The history of international cooperation refers to interactions between former colonial pow-

ers and former colonies, or between regions marked by higher and lower levels of develop-

ment. The literature on international affairs argues that the creation of national entities – 

whose mandate is to promote international cooperation – is often aligned with the activities 

planned in offices of foreign policy. International cooperation and foreign policy offices are 
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Foreign policy is the mechanism for dialogue between 

States. The motivations behind international cooperation 

initiatives may be different across the many departments 

and agencies of the national government. 
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clearly related, but they can also be analytically distinct. Since 1945, many countries have es-

tablished national institutions to carry out cooperation in many areas, including management 

and planning, science and technology, and health and education, just to name a few. In some 

cases, national cooperation agencies function under the Ministries of Foreign Affairs. In others, 

they are under Ministries responsible for Planning, and in some countries they are under the 

Presidential cabinet.  

 The transfer of knowledge, skills, technology and resources made on a supposedly hori-

zontal basis under cooperative frameworks allows countries to channel both material and non

-material resources. This ultimately serves as a means of expanding the political influence of 

countries who play a provider role. A consequence is that, beyond traditional offices of foreign 

affairs, various institutional actors are engaged. The coincidence of common ideas, ideologies 

and trends in different societies helps to legitimize and intensify the cooperation between na-

tional institutions.  

 International cooperation stimulates direct connections and dialogue between bureau-

crats and civil servants, and in so doing, it engenders relationships between institutions with 

direct impact on social life. Foreign policy is the mechanism for dialogue between States. The 

motivations behind international cooperation initiatives may be different across the many de-

partments and agencies of the national government. 

  

International Bureaucracy 

 

A key issue raised by Tilly provides a glimpse into a ‘State apparatus’ that is dedicated to re-

spond to countries’ interests abroad. Tilly argues that the role of embassies allows for 

"gathering information, expansion of alliances, multilateral negotiations around the royal wed-

dings, greater investment of each individual state recognition from other states and a generali-

zation of war” (Tilly, 1996). Complementary to that, the characterization of Weber's idea of bu-

reaucracy leads to the idea of a division of labor between individuals with different functions 

based on standards, chain of command and compensation. This idea enables us to explain the 



representation of a particular States’ vision in the form of international cooperation modali-

ties that go beyond bilateral trade, including educational, scientific, cultural, and technical, as 

well as cooperation for development.  

 One of the aspects that serve as the catalyst for the advancement of international coop-

eration in some states is the existence of a differentiated bureaucratic rationalization. My 

point here is that some states have a more consolidated and mature bureaucracy that serves 

as an enabler for international cooperation. As predicted by Weber, rationalization is subject 

to new constraints related to a new economic and technological paradigm. Thus, the increase 

of a bureaucratic apparatus dedicated to international affairs beyond traditional diplomacy is 

often dissociated from foreign ministries. At the same time, the bureaucracy pressures the 

country to establish a structure dedicated to deal with external and internal environments. 

This bureaucracy is supposedly capable of handling domestic policies linked with, and often 

in response to, global commitments and frameworks. 

  

Concluding Remarks 

 

Discussing and investigating international cooperation through the lens of the social sciences 

may help to understand the nature of public entities, and of the social forces that operate in a 

given country and historical period. The connection between cooperation and economic fea-

tures is far from being the unique explanation behind the rationale of international coopera-

tion. Among other reasons, the expansion of alliances and collaboration seem to verify cos-

mopolitan values, of which some are influenced by post-materialist societies within the glob-

al network of States.    

   

Suggested Reading  

Bagehot, Walter. Physics and Politics. London: 1887. 

Bobbio, Norberto. State, Government and Society. 11th ed. Sa o Paulo: Paz e Terra, 1986. 

Bourdieu, Pierre. Symbolic Power. 11th ed. Rio de Janeiro: Bertand Brasil, 2007. 
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Castells, Manuel. The Rise of Network Society: The Information Age: Economy, Society, and Cul-

ture. Wiley-Blackwell, 2nd edition, 2000. 

Inglehart, Ronald and Christian Welzel Modernization: Cultural Change and Democracy: The Se-

quence of Human Development. Sa o Paulo: Francis-Verbena Editora, 2009. 

Kant, Immanuel. Perpetual Peace: A Philosophical Sketch. Lisboa: Ediço es 70, 2004. 

Tilly, Charles. Coercion, Capital and European States. Sa o Paulo: EdUSP, 1996. 

Weber, Max. Economy and Society. University of Columbia Press, 2004. 

 

Women under Military Conflict in Ukraine: We Need Better Data 

 

by Nika Palaguta, Graduate School for Social Research, Polish Academy of Sciences and  

Dorota Woroniecka-Krzyz anowska, Faculty of International and Political Studies,  

University of Ło dz  

 

The conflict in Ukraine that started in Spring 2014 has provoked massive migration from the 

occupied territories on which Ukrainian central government could not exercise its power. Data 

from the UN Refugee Agency (UNHCR) from October 2015 indicated that there had been more 

than 1.5 million registered internally displaced persons (IDPs). Refugees who left to other 

countries, mainly to Russia and Belarus, are over 1.1 million. A ceasefire agreement was made 

in September 2015, but the IDP and refugee situation remained difficult in terms of humani-

tarian assistance provision and affirming the rights and freedoms of the population.1 

 UNHCR warns that “forced displacement can expose women and girls to a range of fac-

tors which may put them at risk of further violations of their rights.”2 Thus, women`s rights 

protection during military conflict must be specially addressed.  

 As for legislation that formally protects women’s rights in Ukraine, there are internal 

policies and international agreements.  Ukraine signed the Convention on the Elimination of all 

Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), stating that it will protect women rights in 

interests of humanity,3 and the Istanbul Convention of Council of Europe on prevention of vio-



lence towards women and domestic violence.4 The Ukrainian Constitution (art. 24) addresses 

various forms of discrimination, including that on gender grounds.5 The Law “On Ensuring 

equal rights for men and women” (art. 6) allows for some types of affirmative action policies 

that addresses women’s inequality.6 In 2001, the Ukrainian government adopted a law “On 

preventing violence in family” and in 2011, the law “On prevention of human trafficking.” In 

2009, the Ministry of Education issued order 839 “On introduction of gender equality princi-

ples into education,” as a part of government equality programme. 7   

 However, the extent of the problems of women who are victims of military conflict in 

Ukraine is not sufficiently clear. There is little understanding on the conditions of women in 

the zone of military conflict or even those that escaped this conflict.  Official statistics, availa-

ble from the Ministry of Social Policy, does not provide statistical information on women spe-

cifically, although according to the Law “On internally displaced persons” (art. 4),8 this Minis-

try is mandated to collect data on the gender of IDPs.  

 Some minimal actions directed towards addressing the rights of women have been 

taken since the outbreak of the conflict. According to information available in the official 

webpage of the Ministry of Social Policy, in February 2015 a conference was held that 

brought together officials from the Ministry and OSCE, on the rights of women in the context 

of the Ukraine crisis. Ukraine has also signed UN Security Council resolution 1325 “Women, 

peace, security”9 that deals with the protection of women’s rights during military conflicts. As 

a response to the ongoing crisis, and on adoption of that Resolution, the Ukrainian govern-

ment announced, but has not implemented, what they call the National Plan of Actions.  

 Although Ukraine has created internal laws and signed international agreements on 
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gender equality, the measures it has taken to protect and affirm the rights and freedoms of 

women IDPs, women in military families, and women living in the zone of military conflict, are 

insufficient. Moreover, statistics collected by the state do not provide enough information on 

this issue. Lack of data is a critical failure that makes it complicated to measure the extent of 

this problem.  

 

Notes 

 

1. Ukraine Operational Update, Ukraine situation, 23 October – 17 November 2015. 

2. Conclusion on Women and Girls at Risk No. 105 (LVII) – 2006. 

3. UN Official webpage. Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against 

Women (CEDAW). 

4. Ukraine’s national overview of the fulfillment of the Beijing Declaration and the Platform of 

Actions (1995) and Concluding documents of the Twenty Third Special Session of UN General 

Assembly (2000) in a context of the twentieth anniversary of the International conference on 

the position of women and the adoption of the Beijing declaration and Platform of Actions of 

2015. April 2015.   

5. Constitution of Ukraine.  

6. Law of Ukraine “On Ensuring equal rights for men and women”. 

7. Ministry of Education № 839 from 10.09.2009. 

8. Law of Ukraine “On affirming rights and freedoms of internally displaced persons.” 

9. Ministry of Social Policy. News from 22.04.2015.   

 

 

 

 

 



Unequal Country Representation in Conferences of the  

International  Sociological Association, 1990 to 2012 

  

Joshua Kjerulf Dubrow, Marta Kolczynska, Kazimierz M. Slomczynski and Irina Tomescu-

Dubrow, Cross-national Studies: Interdisciplinary Research and Training program 

(consirt.osu.edu), The Ohio State University and the Polish Academy of Sciences 

 

In this article we briefly summarize our recent quantitative research on inequalities in coun-

try representation at major conferences organized by the International Sociological Associa-

tion. For a full discussion, please see our article in Current Sociology.  

 In general terms, the World Science System (WSS) refers to the economic, political and 

social factors involved in the production and distribution of, and access to, scientific 

knowledge on a global scale. The structure of this system is characterized by various kinds of 

inequalities (Beigel 2014; Patel 2014) some of which last for decades (Martin 2012: 833 -36; 

Mosbah-Natanson and Gingras 2014). Theoretically, the deep and persistent inequalities 

within the WSS manifest as a core-periphery system in which privileged, Western countries 

dominate (Alatas 2003).  Recognition of the unequal WSS has led to initiatives – both inside 

and outside of the ISA –  that are designed to call wider attention to this issue and promote 

inequality-reduction policies (Beigel 2014: 619-621).  

 Empirical studies on inequality across the WSS tend to focus on publishing and on 

cross-national scientific collaborations (Bentley 2015; Mosbah-Natanson and Gingras 2014; 

Wagner and Wong 2011). Professional events – conferences, world congresses, forums and 

similar meetings that feature face-to-face interaction of scholars from across the world – are 

also vital to the WSS (Godin 1998; Glanzel et al 2006). Regarding sociology, attendance at in-

ternational scientific events is important for three reasons. The first deals with production of 

knowledge. Sociological knowledge, as recorded in academic journals, builds on the presen-

tation of papers at international scientific conferences (Glanzel et al 2006; Godin 1998; Lisee, 
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Larivie re and Archambault 2008). The second reason pertains to the processes of scholarly 

learning and collaboration. Sociologists gain the opportunity to learn from, and connect to, 

scholars from different countries with whom they do not regularly interact; this spurs creativi-

ty and forms the foundation for new scientific collaborations. Third, sociologists gain access to 

the personal networking that is intrinsic to professional development and status building. At-

tending international conferences is important in the building and evaluation of academic ca-

reers.  

 In the article recently published in Current Sociology, we focused in-depth on the Inter-

national Sociological Association (ISA) to examine inequality in attendance at its flagship con-

ferences. The extent to which ISA’s flagship conferences – the quadrennial World Congress and 

the mid-term Forum – have successfully included sociologists from all over the world is an 

open empirical question. We ask: To what extent do countries differ with respect to the num-

ber of scholars attending ISA conferences? and What factors drive attendance? As is the case 

with other WSS elements, we argue that scholarly involvement in international social science 

events is characterized by unequal cross-national representation. 

 We develop a set of hypotheses based on the economic, political and social dimensions 

that likely influence country representation. To test them, we created a dataset containing in-

formation on 212 countries and their participation in eight ISA conferences – World Congress-

es and Forums – held from 1990 to 2012. The data on attendance were generously provided 

by ISA.  One can note that, for the eight conferences between 1990 and 2012, ten countries 

lead in terms of total number of participants: USA (3,678); UK (1,952); Germany (1,898); Spain 

(1,811); Canada (1,594); Brazil (1,482); Australia (1,293); France (1,250); Italy (929) and Ar-

... the deep and persistent inequalities within the World 

Science System manifest as a core-periphery system in 

which privileged, Western countries dominate. 



gentina (884).  Figure 1 illustrates participation from 1990 to 2012 by world regions. 

 

Figure 1. Number of participants at ISA events, 1990-2012 

 

 While the ISA focuses on economic factors to reduce this inequality – most notably in 

their A, B, C membership and conference fee schema – we also include political and economic 

factors. We measure economy with GDP per capita. Political factors are measured with the 

level of democracy. We argue that greater civil liberties and political rights are usually ac-

companied by more academic freedom to carry out research and to travel abroad. For social 

factors, we consider that countries’ participation in large-scale international research pro-

jects, such as the major cross-national public opinion surveys, is a reasonable indicator of the 

social science research infrastructure.  Country representation in cross-national public opin-

ion surveys (such as the World Values Survey) is very uneven due to economic and political 

reasons and reflects the strength of national-level social science research infrastructure re-

quired for active participation in such projects (Slomczynski and Tomescu-Dubrow 2006; see 

also Lynn et al 2006: 12-13; on the importance of cross-national data for ISA internationali-
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zation, see Platt 1998: 47). 

 Results from a series of statistical analyses show that a country’s GDP, level of democra-

cy and social science research infrastructure (SSRI) substantially determine their level of rep-

resentation. SSRI effects are significant above and beyond that of GDP, and of other controls.  

At the same time, we also find a meaningful decrease of representation inequality according to 

countries’ GDP for the period 1990 – 2010.   

 We do not suggest that ISA purposively excludes sociologists from certain countries. On 

the contrary, the history of the organization shows clearly that the ISA has always been aware 

of the unequal representation of scholars at its events, and has sought ways to address this 

problem. Yet, inequality endures. The ISA, as well as key actors in the WSS of the social scienc-

es, should acknowledge the resilient nature of this phenomenon and contend with it.   
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Member Publications 

Blumberg, Rae Lesser and Samuel Cohn.(eds). 2016. Development in Crisis: Threats to human 

well-being in the Global South and Global North.  London: Routledge. 232 pages Paperback: 

9781138778368 

RC 09 members Rae Lesser Blumberg and Samuel Cohn have just published a new edited col-

lection in development sociology. Development in Crisis: 

Threats to Human Well Being in the Global North and the 

Global South lays out the threats to continued economic 

growth at the global level and discusses the positive and 

negative responses to these crisis tendencies. The contribu-

tors represent some of the top writers in American devel-

opment sociology, some of the rising stars in that same dis-

cipline, and development-sociology-friendly work from 

other disciplines that add their own insights into the pa-

thologies and reform capacities of contemporary global 

trends. 

Dr. Valentine M. Moghadam, Director, International Affairs 

Program, Professor of Sociology, Northeastern University, 

USA, has written about the book: “This cutting-edge collection expands the domain of the soci-

ology of development to the Global North as well as the Global South, illustrating the explana-

tory power of Sociology's analytical tools. A must-read for all those interested in development, 

globalization, gender, and theory.” Professor Gregory Hooks, Director, Department of Sociolo-

gy, McMaster University, Canada, writes that the book is “Insightful and authoritative. The con-

tributors to the Blumberg and Cohn volume are charting the course for development sociolo-

gy. And these contributors do not disappoint. If you are interested in the current and future 

direction of development sociology, this book is a must.” 



 

Table of Contents: (1) Crisis in Development – How development lives and dies by Samuel 

Cohn and Rae Blumberg (2) Crisis of International Development and the Case of Haiti: Mak-

ing of an outer periphery by Robert Fatton, Jr. (3) Why Cutting Taxes Does Not Increase Em-

ployment – Or why shrinking the state does not provide compensating economic develop-

ment by Samuel Cohn (4) State and Economic Development in East and Southeast Asia: Ad-

vantage of an ancient civilization by Harold R. Kerbo (5) Does a Post-Scarcity World Mean an 

End to Development? by Herman Mark Schwartz (6) (Pro)Creating a Crisis? Gender discrimi-

nation, sex ratios and their implications for the developing world by Abigail Weitzman (7) 

Gender, Development and the Environment: Female Empowerment and the Creation of Sus-

tainable Societies by Stephen Scanlan (8) A Walk on the Wild Side of Gender, War and Devel-

opment in Afghanistan and Northern Uganda by Rae Blumberg (9) Zimbabwe: A case study 

in bipolar development by Lorna Lueker Zukas (10) Advancing While Losing: Indigenous 

land claims and development in Argentina by Matthias vom Hau (11) What We Don’t Talk 

About When We Talk About the Global in North American Higher Education by Richard Han-

dler (12) Landmines and Sustainability: Remaking the World Through Global Citizenship, Ac-

tivism, Research and Collaborative Mine Action by P. Preston Reynolds. 

Rae Lesser Blumberg is William R. Kenan, Jr. Professor of Sociology at the University of Vir-

ginia and Samuel Cohn is Professor of Sociology at Texas A&M University. 

 

Nikolai Genov, Board Member of RC 09, announces two new publications: 

Genov, Nikolai. 2016. “Eastern Europe as a Laboratory for Social Sciences.” Pp. 135-163 in 

After the Soviet Empire. Legacies and Pathways, Eliaeson, Sven, Lyudmila Harutyunyan, and 

Larissa Titarenko (eds.) Leiden and Boston: Brill. 

Genov, Nikolai. 2015. “Cross-border Migration: Explanatory Schemes and Strategies for Man-

agement.” Pp. 11-36 in Multi-faced Transformations: Challenges and Studies, Danilova, Elena, 
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Matej Makarovic, and Alins Zubkovych (eds.) Cambridge: Cambridge Scholars Publishing. 

Abstract: Cross-border migration is becoming increasingly relevant throughout the world in 

economic, political, cultural and security terms. The phenomenon is rather complex; therefore, 

explanatory approaches corresponding to its complexity and dynamics are to be expected. In 

contrast, the comparative analysis of well-established conceptual models (classic economic 

theory, the new economics of migration, dual labour market theory, etc.) leads to a different 

conclusion. Although diverging in their disciplinary backgrounds and explanatory aspirations, 

the analysed conceptual models covering cross-border migration are, as a rule, one dimension-

al and deterministic. They have paradigmatic handicaps preventing them from adequately de-

scribing and explaining cross-border migration flows. Creative synergies of available concepts 

and further conceptual developments are needed for cognitive and policy-related purposes. 

The new synergetic explanatory approach can only be multidimensional and probabilistic. The 

implication is that the generalized conceptual frameworks should allow for combinations of 

variables referring to specific situations in the countries sending and receiving cross-border 

migrants. This is the first condition for adequate descriptions, explanations, and forecasts, as 

well as the effective management of cross-border migration. The second condition is the con-

sequent application of the synergetic and probabilistic approaches in the study and in the 

management of processes linking the societies sending and receiving cross-border migrants. 

 

Dr. Gevorg Poghosyan, Director of  the Institute of Philosophy, Sociology and Law, and Profes-

sor of Sociology, Full member of the Armenian National Academy of Sciences, and President of 

the Armenian Sociological Association, announces a new publication: 

Poghosyan, Gevorg. 2015. “History of Evolution of the Armenian Sociological Thought.” Social 

Sciences 4(5): 119-126.  

Abstract: The article deals with the issues of the origin and evolution of social thought and so-

ciological research in Armenia. Since the ancient period Armenian philosophers, they have ad-

dressed the problems of people and their environments, social relations and the role of the 



state. Many social ideas expressed in the works of medieval Armenian thinkers that are rele-

vant even in our time. The article also addresses scientific research areas of applied sociolog-

ical surveys, the institutional development of sociology, and sociological education in Arme-

nia from the Soviet times to the modern state. 

 

Special Section: RC 09 Members’ Sociological Studies of China 

Hasmath, Reza and Jennifer Y.J. Hsu. 2015. NGO Governance and Management in China. Lon-

don: Routledge.  

As China becomes increasingly integrated into the global sys-

tem there will be continuing pressure to acknowledge and en-

gage with non-governmental organizations (NGOs). Suffice to 

say, without a clear understanding of the state's interaction 

with NGOs, and vice versa, any political, economic and social 

analysis of China will be incomplete. 

This book provides an urgent insight into contemporary state-

NGO relations. It brings together the most recent research cov-

ering three broad themes, namely the conceptualizations and 

subsequent functions of NGOs; state-NGO engagement; and 

NGOs as a mediator between state and society in contemporary 

China. The book provides a future glimpse into the challenges of state-NGO interactions in 

China's rapidly developing regions, which will aid NGOs strategic planning in both the short- 

and long-term. In addition, it allows a measure of predictability in our assessment of Chinese 

NGOs behaviour, notably when they eventually move their areas of operation from the do-

mestic sphere to an international one. The salient themes, concepts, theories and practice 

discussed in this book will be of acute interest to students, scholars and practitioners in de-

velopment studies, public administration, and Chinese and Asian politics. 
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Hsu, Jennifer Y.J. 2015. "China's Development: A New Development Paradigm?" Third World 

Quarterly 36(9): 1754-1769. 

The emergence of China as a development actor across the global South has raised significant 

questions regarding the extent to which the country presents new development opportuni-

ties to its compatriots in the South. My aim is to reflect on and parse out the experiences and 

policies that have shaped China's development to assess how it can inform the field of devel-

opment studies. I argue that we need to critically engage in China's development process, as 

China's own development has led to the emergence of many more problems than solutions, 

ranging from increasing inequality to exclusionary development practices pertaining to eth-

nic minorities.  

Swider, Sarah. 2015. Building China: The Rise of Informal Work and the New Precariat. Cornell 

ILR Press, Ithaca, NY. 

Roughly 260 million workers in China have participated in a mass migration 

of peasants moving into the cities, and construction workers account for al-

most half of them. In Building China, Sarah Swider draws on her research in 

Beijing, Guangzhou, and Shanghai between 2004 and 2012, including living 

in an enclave, working on construction jobsites, and interviews with eighty-

three migrants, managers, and labor contractors. This ethnography focuses 

on the lives, work, family, and social relations of construction workers. It 

adds to our understanding of China's new working class, the deepening rural-urban divide, 

and the growing number of undocumented migrants working outside the protection of labor 

laws and regulation. Swider shows how these migrants—members of the global "precariat," 

an emergent social force based on vulnerability, insecurity, and uncertainty—are changing 

China's class structure and what this means for the prospects for an independent labor 

movement. 
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Upcoming ISA Forum and ISA World Congress 

2016 ISA Forum in Vienna, Austria 

2018 ISA World Congress in Toronto, Canada 



Join ISA and the Research Committee on  
Social Transformations  

and the Sociology of Development! 
 

Established in 1971, RC 09 strives to represent sociologists inter-
ested in the study of social transformations and development 
around the world, regardless of their theoretical persuasion, meth-
odological approaches or ideological perspective. The goal RC 09 is 
to advance sociological knowledge on social transformations and 
development and to support research on this topic among scholars 
worldwide.  
 

To join, please see visit either the RC 09 website,  
rc09socialtransformations.org, or the ISA website,  

isa-sociology.org. 

Board Members of RC09 
 

Nina BANDELJ, University of California-Irvine, USA 
 

Samuel COHN, Texas A&M University, USA 
 

Nikolai GENOV, School for Advanced Social Studies, Slovenia 
 

Dieter NEUBERT, University Bayreuth, Germany 


